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Universal Patinas
The Univeral Patinas are available in numerous unique colors allowing for an unlimited variety of finishes. These patinas may be used on all metals 

and the Metal Coatings. They may be blended with each other or with any other patina.  Universal Patinas are non-reactive, UV safe, and do not 
contain acids. 

Dye-Oxide Patinas
Dye-Oxide Patinas are a cross between the Solvent Base Dyes and a patina.  All of the colors are transparent and may be blended or layered 

together to produce any color.  Like the Universal Patinas, Dye-Oxide Patinas are UV safe, non-reactive, and do not contain acids.

Blue Green Verde Yellow Rust Red

Burgandy Brown Black White

Blue/GreenViolet Green/Blue Pea Green Orange Brown White

Blue Stealth Green Green Yellow Red Black
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Solvent Dyes
The Solvent Dyes are an extremely versatile finishing tool. They are commonly used to apply color to a difficult material (glass, resin, etc.), change 

the existing color of a finish, or repair a damaged finish.  In addition, the Solvent Dyes may be added to lacquer, wax, epoxy, oils, resin, or any other 
solvent product. They may be blended to create different shades and diluted using the Dye Thinner. All of the colors are transparent except white.

Violet Blue Blue/Green Green Yellow Orange Red Brown Black White

Metal Wax
The finest quality waxes for metal have been blended to make a special formula designed specifically for metals and patina finishes. Containing UV 
inhibitors and hardeners, this wax is incredibly durable and long lasting.  Each color of wax is made in two formulas: one for bronze, brass, copper, 

and aluminum and another for iron and steel.
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